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Abstract 

Beatriz Novaro (Mexico City, 1953) has an important place in the recent history of Mexican cinema. 

During the turn of the century, she pushed the boundaries of the screenwriting from various 

trenches. First, in her screenplays Lola (1988), Danzón (1990) and El Jardín del Edén (1993), her 

female protagonists fight against the limited roles established by a traditional and macho society. 

Second, in her practice and dialogue with other literary genres – with the theater in Manga de Clavo 

(1989), with the novel in Cecilia todavía (1996) and with poetry in Desde una banca del parque (1998)  ̶  

she acquires a fresh and poignant articulation of the problems of the screenplay in México, raised in 

her book Re-escribiendo el guion (Rewriting the Screenplay) (2003). Third, as teacher and director of the 

Screenwritng Program of the Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica  (2003-2010), she explored 

original ways of teaching screenwriting in the context of the new challenges of the Mexican filmic 

industry. Finally, in her work as a script doctor, she implemented successful strategies for coworking 

with peers in films like La ciénaga (2001), Lake Tahoe (2008) y El Premio (2010).  

In summary, through the analysis of texts, films and a series of interviews with the author, the paper 

explores the way Beatriz Novaro's different facets combine to expand the practice, criticism and 

theory of the screenplay in Mexico in the turn of the century, and how she now acknowledges the 

challenges for screenwriting in the future.   
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